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About This Game

Defense Grid: The Awakening is a unique spin on tower defense gameplay that will appeal to players of all skill levels. A horde
of enemies is invading, and it's up to the player to stop them by strategically building fortification towers around their base.
Beautiful environments, spectacular effects, and a dynamic, engaging soundtrack bring the world to life. The controls are

intuitive and the gameplay is deep — the special attacks and properties of each tower work together to provide many ways to
succeed.

High Replayability There are approximately 8 hours of gameplay in the main storyline, and many hours of play in
challenge modes that give players unique starting conditions and objectives. Each game level is very replayable, and can
be solved in many different ways, with increasing rewards for improved efficiency.

Wide Variety of Enemies Over the course of the game, players battle 15 different enemy types that become
increasingly stronger, and employ a variety of strategies in an attempt to bypass the player's defenses. As the levels
progress, the enemies become tougher and more difficult to defeat.

20 Unique Levels Defense Grid: The Awakening has 20 unique environments, each with a different placement of roads,
tower build locations, and open areas to plan a strategy around.

Numerous Tower Options and Upgrades There are 10 different tower types with 3 levels of capability each. Each
tower has unique trade offs that affect ideal placement, such as line-of-sight attack or ballistic trajectory fire. Some
towers improve other nearby towers, and some are ideal at specific locations, such as a rear guard tower that unleashes a
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devastating attack.

Steam Achievements Successfully completing each level provides a bronze achievement award. Additional goals
provide silver and gold awards for a particular level. A novice player may be able to survive the onslaught, but only an
experienced player will be able to get all of the gold achievements.

Defense Grid: Resurgence Map Pack

New Maps, New Strategies, New Experiences, and New Achievements From the Creators of Defense Grid
Defense Grid: Resurgence is the first premium expansion for Defense Grid: The Awakening and is made up of 8 new highly
polished and balanced maps from the original creators. Each week in June over four consecutive weeks a new pair of maps will
be released providing new environments and strategic experiences and requiring new ways of thinking to beat back the aliens

and protect your cores. Each map pack contains 2 maps each with a campaign mode and 4 additional modes associated with the
design of that level. New Steam achievements and high-score leaderboards are associated with each map pack.

Defense Grid: Resurgence Map Pack 1
Service Interruption and Height of Confusion

Two new challenging Defense Grid environments are the first two released in the Resurgence DLC. An obstructed road
to the core housing gives the aliens a significant advantage in Service Interruption. Choose your towers wisely! Height of
Confusion has a wide open surface, making for endless possibilities! Build anywhere you want in your defense of the
power cores!

Defense Grid: Resurgence Map Pack 2
Risk Exposure and Roundabout

Don’t miss out on the next two maps in the Resurgence series. Risk Exposure will allow you to discover your ability to
defend two independent power core housings! Limited build spaces will test your skills as you divide your resources to
discover optimal tower placement. On Roundabout, you will be faced with numerous possibilities for pathing and a
variety of elevation changes. This one will have you going in circles to contain the alien menace!

Defense Grid: Resurgence Map Pack 3
Urban Planning and Tactical Diversion

It’s the third of four great map packs in the Resurgence series. Urban Planning is a dense environment with restrictive
build spaces, forcing difficult decisions against continuously attacking hordes. In Tactical Diversion, survey the small,
snow covered platform and consider numerous possibilities. But be prepared for the aerial assault!

Defense Grid: Resurgence Map Pack 4
Kill Zone and Overflow

The final installment of the Resurgence series includes two more environments sure to challenge your tactical planning.
In Kill Zone, will you construct your defenses near the spiral road in, the spiral road out, or the open platform in the
middle? Perhaps all three! But you’ll need to be on your toes to deter the invaders. Overflow has numerous connected
platforms that will provide countless options to turn back the enemies. Will you be able to keep the cores safe?
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Title: Defense Grid: The Awakening
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Hidden Path Entertainment
Publisher:
Hidden Path Entertainment
Release Date: 8 Dec, 2008

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum: 

Supported OS: Windows XP, Vista

Processor: 1.8GHz CPU or higher

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Hard disk space: 1GB available space

DirectX version: DirectX 9.0c or higher, June 2008 version or later

Video: Video: DirectX 9 video card with shader 2 support such as the following:
  ATI Radeon 9600 or newer (9600-9800, X300-X1950, HD 2400-HD 4870)
  NVIDIA GeForce 6100 or newer (6100-6800, 7100-7950, 8300-8800, 9600-9800, or GTX 216-280)

English,French,Italian,German
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Metroidvania fans, you'll love it. Enough said.. Not a good game at all. How do these thrown together horror games keep making
it onto steam?
It's another case of someone building a fairly authentic, if cliche'd intro and then just throwing a few rooms together until they
had enough to call it, albeit generously, a game. And generous I am being as it took me less than an hour to finish. Yes I know
there are other endings but I was so underwhelmed the first time around there was no incentive to play again.
The game starts with the standard horror setting - a dark, wooden forest with standard eerie looking church with a crypt and
nearby haunted mansion. To be fair to the game there was a well done, fairly chilling moment in the crypt when I caught a
glimpse of something horrific in the distant dark. But that's it, for the remainder of the game, nothing even remotely scary
happens. Or anything much at all I'm afraid. And for a horror game that's enough to not recommend it. You will not get your
kicks here.

There's a bit of the usual mind-melting moments where scenery is rearranged behind you that has come as standard in modern
horror games, but beyond that moment in the crypt I did not feel remotely threatened at all.

And for a game that doesn't give much it's inordinately fussy when it comes to player input. I lost quite a few minutes at the start
as I couldn't open a locked gate with my crowbar. I didn't realise that I had to be precisely 2&1\/2 to 3 feet away, offset at an
angle of about 22degrees, to trigger the magical floating crowbar animation. Then I immediately fell down a ditch in the garden
beyond and get stuck, and I was close to packing it in when I was thankfully able to jump back out again.

Sound and graphics are a mixed bag as well. Sound was pretty unremarkable in general, beyond a very weird breathing sound in
the intro area that always came from behind you. And it was so constant without any hint of a threat that it came off as just an
odd design choice rather than an atmosphere builder. Graphics wise it's all very standard, albeit a bit too overly dark.

The story building notes you find are just poorly written, grammatically incorrect nonsence. And after a bit of wandering around
the mansion, collecting key and other objects to unlock more doors, the game just shudders to an end. With nothing more than
another stupid document to read.

Avoid at all costs.. First, let's all appreciate that a lot of work went into this DLC. These guys do their homework reviewing the
history. We should all appreciate that. The only reason this DLC gets a negative review from me is that there is a lot of
unclearness about the mission objectives and again you really can't play missions sucessfully without having previously played
the mission or are viciously savescumming. The new features do nothing to make this better, and if anything keep up the trend
of the unclear suprise objectives.

Examples :

Mission #1 : Supply dump total destruction is worth a certain number of bonus prestige points. This is pointed out nowhere in
the mission objectives, but it's probably very important to building up prestige. Also, what the hell does a hanger do ? Beyond
that exactly what is a 'tomato lorry' and what happens if I destroy them all ? Seriously, what is a tomato lorry some stupid joke ?
Is this some kind of inside joke from some GC mission I haven't played ?
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EDIT : I've looked into the tomato truck thing. Apparantly there was some bombing of 'tomato trucks' in 1940. They however
were not used as some kind of diversion force and the game doesn't represent them well either.

https:\/\/en.wikipedia.org\/wiki\/German_occupation_of_the_Channel_Islands

Mission #2 : The French resistence is coming from where ? Where do I need to defend. The bombers need to hit airports to do
what ? How long does the strategic bombing hold last ???? What exactly does 'gain air superiority mean' ? Again completely
unclear what your objectives are. It feels like they used one guy for playtesting the whole way though the process and he was
right there next to the programmers saying 'yeah I know how this works three alphas ago'.

If you really really liked the rest of the Grand Campaign, huge pointless battles with a million units until you hit the win tile,
then you will probably like this DLC. If not, then you probably won't like this DLC.. Post Mortem is a simple, old-fashioned,
though rather mediocre 3D point & click thriller/mystery adventure. It does succeed where so many other thriller/mystery
adventure games fail, by giving you the feeling that you are truly investigating a case and not just stumbling upon random and
bizarre clues - well, for the most part, anyway. The coherency and clarity in which the story unfolds make up for the game's
flaws, which include a simplistic and out-dated puzzle design (well, it is a 2003 game, after all), pixel hunting, lengthy and
sometimes pointless conversations. and 3-4 places so frustrating you'll likely reach for the walkthrough.

If you're a point & click thriller/mystery adventure fan, pick this up on sale for a few dollars (It's not worth more) and enjoy 6-7
hours of investigative interest.. All in all a very fun game - like it's predecessors. The graphics are pretty, the music is awesome
and the gameplay itself is well-proven. However, I'm still missing key innovation, but I have just played the game for 4 hours in
total. That being said, I still can recommend this game and I think the negative reviews are out of propotion.

The game is little rough around the edges, but patches keep coming. The menues are not the greatest and there are bugs
happening or visual inconsistencies, where you don't quite know what's wrong or up. But I hope that these details get fixed soon
and also, that the game will be supported after launch with new content. The game is basiacally ideal for a business model like
Planet Coaster. Depends on the interest of the community I guess.

If you are a fan of the genre and the predecessors, like to micro manage economy simulations, you'll surely like this game. If
not, better wait for more patches or a sale.. I wish I had the time to list everything that is wrong with this game but Im 43 yrs old
and I really dont think I'll live to be 115 so I dont have the time......so in short just dont buy this game the developers (I use that
term VERY loosely) have all but abandoned it and are literally only making one time a year pointless updates that do nothing to
further this games development

http://steamcharts.com/app/257930 enough said

update: ok a year on and the game development has gone into reverse its even worse then it was now thats an achievment right
there.

this game has potential.........the potential to make you cry when you realise you spent £20 on it. Whoa! Way to go Activision!
As you probaly know, Call of Duty has been going nowhere the last couple of games and many has been wondering what
Activision would do with the franchise to revive it. Well, enter CC:HRP! It takes the series in a whole new brave direction! I
mean, the inter-war, inter-age theme following different generations of the same family through ww1, ww2, the vietnam war,
afghanistan and the american war is damn cool! Also, the historical accuracy is great. And then there is the changed controller
scheme that changes the gameplay but in a really cool way! Anyhow, to sum it up:

PROS:
- Amazing life-like graphics
- Revolutionary control sceme
- RPG elements are neat without taking too much attention
- Great story! With great choices!
- Also, I love the easter eggs from the first game ; )
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CONS:
- I think Vietnam campaign was too short.. im not a fan of this game maybe there are those folks out there who like to challenge
their brains and wits and excel at real time games im not one of those folks so for me the game was a little dissappointing, its a
pretty game and all and super quick to play but i really wish they had devoted themselves to producing a new expansion for
Blood Bowl 2 that produce this game. for me this is a 5\/10 game, which is not to say it sux but it didnt tickle my fancy.. This
game is so artistically done and truly wonderful. It is pretty short(though i'm not finished it yet) but it's really cute. The colour
concept is fun and makes certain things in the game really pop out. The creature characters are fun and each one has traits and
abilities that you use in the game to help solve the puzzles. I originally got the game because of the crazy colour scheme but it
won me over with the weirdly cute creatures and the interesting game mechanics of having to use multiple characters to get
through scenerios.. I really enjoy this game! Its the most intense street fighting. I woul pay to watch this in real life! Win at rock
paper scisors, punch loser in the face! 10/10

Heres a quick vid of the gameplay I did the other day!
Roshambo Arena Game PLay
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Waaaiiiit a minute...
Are the people responsible for this port also straight up recommending it??

Still bad as I remembered... precious memories...

No menu save function, I've had issues where the SKIP dialogue function pops up whenever, and Master has an issue of
grunting whenever engaged in conversation with him.
Still the same game - play with a gamepad!. Woodle Tree 2: Worlds is a definite improvement from the first game, while
keeping aspects of the first to still resemble the original. This game has a fantastic art style, gameplay mechanics, and
soundtrack. It's early access title does mean the game is not complete, and could cause issues, however, thus far I have yet to
encounter anything that has made it unpleasant to play. This game has a beautiful art style, and its fun and cute for everyone.
Definite improvement from Woodle Tree Adventures. ( Not that the first game was bad, believe me it was great! ). DO NOT
BUY THIS GAME IF YOU RUN WIN 7 64. I am only giving positive because story was quite good.

+ quite good story, but the ending was compleatly banal
+ relaxing

- banal ending
- banal puzzles
- banal hidden objects scenes
- litlle short only 3 hours of play

The price of this game is a joke compared to the content - only worth buying on 75% sale.

Overall: 3\/10. I'm not a fan of this genre of games, but i found this game's quite amazing. The imagined story of Edgar Allan
Poe's death and art is on a good quality (from my point of view, it would have been better if art would have been more darkly
and sinister, especially Red Death). If you're tired from work, this game can calm you down with its soothing music and
gameplay.. Trash software!. Great soundtrack full of chiptunes, but unfortunately little else about this game is good. This game
could and should be so much better but instead it feels like so much wasted potential.

The controls are terrible: You'll be sliding dramatically left and right even with the slightest press of the controls, as if the entire
game is covered in a thick sheet of ice. In a game where obstacles are often placed in rapid succession, this makes it almost
impossible to actually avoid everything. If you're lucky, you'll grind off the side of something and get bonus points. If you're
not, you'll bounce off of the very same thing and fly off the track, immediately ending the level.

The levels are procedurally generated in such a way that you can get a different track even when playing the same stage at a
different time, so while this adds some variety it also makes the game feel even more inconsistent. It feels like the the music
should be synced to the gameplay but it never is. This might be in part because the start-of-level animation also starts the music,
meaning you can skip up to 15 seconds of the song just by letting that play out.

There are plenty of smaller quirks that make the game feel unsatisfying and frustrating. If it detects a controller, you can't
interact with the game using keyboard and mouse at all; it will refuse to cooperate. When using keyboard and mouse, you have
to use the keyboard in the game but the mouse to navigate everything else: you can't use mouse controls like in Audiosurf and
there is no way to quickly replay a level or advance to the next without using the mouse. Smaller issues, such as an in-game
timer that always shows 0 tenths of a second, pale in comparison to the greater problems with this title.
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